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Step 1:  Embrace Your Inner Sun

Three things cannot long be hidden: the sun, the 

moon, and the truth  ― Confucius

Why have I called this week’s theme shooting bow? 

In the yoga tradition the energy of self-awareness is the divine masculine – ‘Purusha’ the seer – 
the observer. Unlike in our phallocentric western language, the masculine isn’t the active force 
here, it is the passive – the witness. To create, to give life, to ‘move’ it must draw its strength 
from the feminine active principle, ‘Shakti.’ The feminine brings the vision of the seer into 
material form, this is ‘Prakriti’ – the binary opposite to ‘Purusha,’ both are forms of reality, 
and working together, in harmony, they animate the Universe. 

The Sun is the ultimate symbol of the masculine, the father, the leader, the visionary – the 
shooting bow – the one with the aim. He is Purusha. Consciousness. The Sun is your inner King, 
whereas the Moon is your inner Queen. He is the light bringer and helps you embody and 
speak your inner truth. 

The feminine is pure energy and the masculine is the containment for this ever-expanding 
power. He is your physical body. Yang energy. Structure. He keeps us in alignment with our 
vision – our path and purpose. A strong healthy inner masculine gives us the focus, the tools, 
the resources to hold the vision. These are your daily and routine grounding rituals that keep 
you moving forward in flow with your goals. 

 : : Journaling Tasks : : How connected are you to your inner authority – the masculine? Your       
     self-expression? Your truth? Like the blazing, shining Sun, do you allow yourself to shine       
     and be seen in your physical body? In what ways? 

     If not, in what way does the vision you have for yourself call you to stand in your self-truth, 
     your power?  
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Step 2:  Believe In Yourself
"I am the greatest, I said that even before I knew I was." 

 ― Muhammed Ali 

The shooting bow yoga video I made embodies the energy of Sun, the masculine. This week, practice being the 
observer with the steady focus and clear aim. Keep strengthening your physical body so it can be a healthy 
container for your creative warrior energy. Do your core strength building exercises as this will enhance your 
third chakra, ‘Manipur’ located at your solar plexus – where self-belief, self-discipline and a healthy ego reside. 
This requires willpower – another characteristic of the warrior, the martial artist. It comes from making a 
choice. How badly do you want to meet your vision? Keep asking yourself this. 

A balanced Manipur chakra helps us be active and confident rather than reactive, holding on to self-doubt. It 
creates the awareness for the choice we have between these two experiences! 

If you’re not ready, you won’t take the action. Simple. If you’re done with not getting results, you will. Again, 
how badly do you want change? You get to choose NOW what experience you wish to create for yourself going 
forward. It helps when you believe in yourself! Believe in your dreams, goals and visions. If you’re finding that 
you’re not moving closer to your vision, perhaps it’s time to dream a new dream that gets you pumped and 
excited to thrive and really live! You can create your own reality and always make a different choice. 

My kung fu instructor was the first and only person ever in my life to constantly repeat to me, “Believe 
in yourself!” I am fortunate and grateful to have this healthy representation of the positive masculine in my 
life. About 9 years in, I finally asked him ‘How?!’ His response was "Practice." Boy, was that a self-realisation! I 
finally understood it. Self-belief doesn’t magically appear. It appears through the willingness to step into the 
fire, so to speak. To keep taking action towards the fear. To practice your art and your craft. Put yourself out 
there. Be seen. Do what you love and do what you fear. 

On the other side of your fear is your secret desire; the medicine that will help you grow and move even closer 
towards your vision. Train your mind. Focus only on your goal. All else is distraction and noise. Keep clearing 
away the clutter – mental, physical, emotional. Trust in your vision. Keep taking your warrior potion, whether 
this is self-love, self-care, art, writing, music, self-loyalty, self-trust etc. – this requires taking specific action 
steps regularly. 

 : : Journaling Tasks : : What does it look like to believe in myself? If I had an unwavering focus and faith in         
                                      myself how would my vision unfold step-by-step?  
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Step 3: Express Your Boundaries Through Your No
“If something is not a “hell, YEAH!", then it's a “no!” 

 ― James Altucher

Your ‘No’ is the masculine force. Remember the masculine holds connotations of ‘father’ and ‘authority’ the one 
whose role is meant to be of protection. The feminine is ‘Yes’ – the receptive, playful energy. In times of conflict 
with the ‘Other’ we get to see how strong and balanced our connection is to our inner masculine nature.  Self- 
love and self-care is your armour against those who attempt to violent your boundaries. When you begin to see 
the amazing person that you are, when you open to that love of yourself, it becomes easier to protect your 
borders because you begin to see your inherent value and worth, and realise your needs are just as important as 
the other person’s. 

Remember we are multidimensional beings, therefore our boundaries can be violated on the many layers of our 
being – mental, emotional, physical and spiritual etc. 

Mind – if others don’t respect or allow you to express your values, thoughts, beliefs or opinions, or if they 
consistently put you down, then that’s a sign that a clearing or cutting of ties is required. Body – this can 
represent physical or sexual boundaries, your material surroundings. If you’ve ever attended a self-defence class, 
you’ll know that the other person should always respect your personal space, which is always at arms length. 
You are allowed to even place your hand out – arms distance so they know their limits, no matter who they are. 
Heart – Who doesn’t cringe at emotional enmeshment! Violation here could mean taking on other people’s 
emotions, perhaps even offloading our intense emotions on to others. As sensitive souls we are porous in nature. 
We must protect ourselves from overly attaching to others (this can take the form of co-dependency) and again 
from others attempting to infiltrate our space and emotional wellbeing. Communicating with our emotions 
(Week 3) is one technique to overcome deeply embedded behavioural patterns that keep us locked in unhealthy 
entanglements. Writing and drawing out what we feel in the moment helps us see the emotions that have 
attached to us. Begin regularly drawing an image of the challenge you are feeling after your 4-level check-in 
meditation. You must be aware of your feelings before you can transmute them. If you react instead of respond 
to conflict with the Other – then that’s a sign of a need to cultivate stronger boundaries on this level of your 
being. Revisit Week 3 to do your shadow work to help you here. Anger is a sign that we’ve given our power away 
and that action needs to be taken to reclaim it. However, anger is a supreme ally against those who pose a high 
level of threat to all levels of our being. Spirit – I believe we can be drained on this vibrational level. There are 
methods to protect your spirit. Meditation is the easiest way. Periodically visualise a ball of white light 
protecting you or imagine sitting in a circle of fire. Go with what works for you. Your mind will believe whatever 
you feed it. 

{There is a qigong practice to centre and protect your energy which I’ll be later adding into your 15 min self-practice 
bonus gift at the end of the course.}  
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Step 4:  Use Non-Violent Communication
“Sometimes “No" is the kindest word.” 

 ― Vironika Tugaleva 

When you say No, do you feel riddled and overcome with the energy of guilt, shame or fear? If so, stay with 
these feelings. Feel it. Fully experience it. Allow it to pass. It’s an old repetitive energy that needs to be moved 
and transformed. Watch it. Feel this space – what arises? A burning sensation in your chest for example? Your 
task is to be present to it (through conscious breathing) and watch it. With practice, this uncomfortable energy 
dissipates. 

To express your needs, attend to and re-wire your languaging to make it assertive. Use "I won’t" instead of "I 
can’t" etc. Use the active instead of the passive verb. Try this and get used to hearing your voice out loud. 

Practice saying No out load. Practice saying Yes to yourself out loud.  Let your voice be strong – feel the 
vibrations emanate from your solar plexus down to your gut and you speak out load. 

If you’re worried about saying No in anger, know that anger has its place. For example, when enough is enough 
and the other person doesn’t respect your boundaries. Anger is self-protection. Befriend your anger. However 
for everyday situations, it’s possible to state your boundaries in a non-violent way. A calm way in which the 
other person can become receptive and listen to your needs. 

Check out Marshall Rosenbergs idea of 'Non-violent communication’ which will be an invaluable resource to 
you for conflict resolution: 

 A simple overview via Wiki:    http://www.wikihow.com/Practice-Nonviolent-Communication 

Extracts from his book:           http://www.ayahuasca-wasi.com/english/articles/NVC.pdf 

Interesting video on thoughts Vs feelings with regards to non-violent communication:                 
                                                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCe_NK1zYKQ 

: : Journaling Tasks : : What are you afraid of when saying No? What unconscious vows could you have taken       
                                     that stops you from expressing your needs? E.g. needing to please, afraid of their reaction. 
                                     Keep asking why? until you get to the root of the problem as much as possible. What are     
                                     you afraid of losing when you risk saying No? How important is this loss and how does it   
                                     relate to the vision you’re moving towards?  

http://www.wikihow.com/Practice-Nonviolent-Communication
http://www.ayahuasca-wasi.com/english/articles/NVC.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCe_NK1zYKQ
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Step 5:  Practice Sun Salutations

“Truth does not sit in a cave and hide like a lie. It wanders around 

proudly and roars loudly like a lion.”  ― Suzy Kassem 

The Surya Namaskar, or Sun Salutation yoga practice is a form of embodied prayer that shows 
your gratitude for the Sun - the Sun that is physically manifest outside and the microcosmic 
solar energy within you. It is, in essence a physical prayer. 

Surya or the Sun is a form of the Vedic/Hindu God Shiva, referred to as Savitr in the Rg Veda– 
the spark of dawn that gives Surya his illuminating power. 

Chanting the Gayatri Mantra invokes this energy of purification, light and inner knowing that 
moves you towards your truth. 

The Gayatri Mantra:  

Om bhur bhuvaha svaha 
Tat savitur varenyam 
Bhargo devasya dhimahi 
Dhiyo yonah prachodayat 

If you want to learn it – send me an email and I’ll send you an audio recording of me chanting 
it. 

External Sun Salutation videos to help you practice: (incorporate the Shooting bow movement 
I’ve recorded in your salutations to build extra strength and vigour).  

Traditional: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73sjOu0g58M 

Variations: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVH-l9lAaTI {incorporate Shooting bow here}.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73sjOu0g58M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVH-l9lAaTI
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Step 6:  Mandala Art Exercise

“I saw that everything, all paths I had been following, all

steps I had taken, were leading back to a single point — 

namely, to the mid-point. It became increasingly plain to me 

that the mandala is the centre. It is the exponent of all 

paths. It is the path to the centre, to individuation. I knew 

that in finding the mandala as an expression of the self I had 

attained what was for me the ultimate." ― C. G. Jung  

The mandala or 'sacred circle' is used as a symbolic representation of the Self 
and in particularly the unconscious Self. In this task. I'm going to take you 

through a yogic breath technique, followed by a creative visualisation before 
we do the drawing exercise. The purpose for this activity is to create more 

consciousness and move you forwards towards your vision.     

Click here for an 
Audio Guided Sun 

Mandala Art  
Exercise

https://soundcloud.com/mind-body-spirit-yoga/sun-mandala-art-exercise/s-M21w2
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Honour your inner divine masculine this week! Let this energy be 

a pillar of strength, truth, support and protection! 

 

Keep going. I've got your back! 

 

I'd love to know how you got on! Share your progress in the 

Shero Rises Facebook group, this will help others 

 keep up and follow through. 

 

Have any questions? 

 

Feel free to email me: 

 

mindbodyspirityogi@gmail.com 

 

Stay connected :) 

 

 

: : Payal : :  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/380385985694036/?ref=bookmarks
http://www.instagram.com/mindbodyspirityoga
http://www.twitter.com/payal_hathayoga
http://www.facebook.com/mindbodyspirityogi

